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ABSTRACT The miniaturization and application development are the expected challenges on the today
engineering design research on bandpass (BP) type negative group delay (NGD) circuit. To overcome this
technical limit, an innovative contribution on integrated circuit (IC) design method of BP-NGD application
to design constant phase shifter (PS) in 130-nm BiCMOS technology is developed in the present paper.
The BP-NGD PS microwave passive IC is topologically consisted of cascade of CLC- and RLC-resonant
networks. After the S-matrix modelling, the synthesis design equations enabling to calculate each lumped
component values constituting the BP-NGDPSBiCMOS are established. The design equations are expressed
knowing the targeted specifications as phase shift and operating frequency. The BiCMOS design methodol-
ogy including the key steps as design rule checking (DRC), layout versus schematic (LVS) and post-layout
simulation (PLS) is described. Theminiaturized BP-NGDPS design feasibility is verifiedwith schematic and
layout simulations with IC CMOS standard commercial software tool. A proof-of-concept (POC) of 130-nm
BiCMOS BP-NGD PS operating at the center frequency f0 = 1.9 GHz and bandwidth 1f = 0.1 GHz is
designed and simulated. After DRC, the chip layout of miniaturized BP-NGD PS POC presents 0.407 mm2

size. The BP-NGD PS POC exhibits constant phase shift notable value of about ϕ0 = −90◦+/−0.4◦ under
S21(f0) = −6+/−1 dB transmission coefficient with good flatness and reflection coefficients (S21(f0) and
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S21(f0)) widely better than −10 dB. The design robustness is confirmed by 1000-trial Monte Carlo uncertainty19

analyses with PLS results. Because of the potential integration in wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the BP-NGD20

PS under study is a promising candidate for the improvement of the future 5G and 6G transceiver design.21

INDEX TERMS 130-nm BiCMOS technology, integrated circuit (IC), design method, microwave circuit, passive22

topology, S-parameter model, bandpass (BP) negative group delay (NGD), BP-NGD application, microwave phase23

shifter (PS).24

I. INTRODUCTION25

The technological and engineering evolution trends to26

enhance the quality of human life and to develop the modern27

society. To face up the challenging societal situation, new28

knowledge leading to natural progress of physical science29

is expected. Further understanding of non-vulgar phenom-30

ena can be the most efficient solutions against the societal31

problems. In other words, recent research works state the32

existence of abnormal physical phenomena which require33

further study. The negative group delay (NGD) phenomenon34

belongs among the most counterintuitive physical phenom-35

ena which is still not well-familiar to most of electronic and36

communication engineers.37

A. STATE OF THE ART ON THE NGD ELECTRONIC38

CIRCUIT DESIGN39

The fascinating NGD phenomenon was initially exper-40

imented in dispersive optical media presenting negative41

refractive index (NRI) where the group velocity can also42

be negative [1], [2], [3]. The radio frequency (RF) and43

microwave NGD phenomenon was validated with split ring44

resonator (SRR) structure based NRI metamaterial circuits45

identified from 3-D and 2-D periodical bulkmaterials [4], [5].46

However, the metamaterial-based microwave NGD circuits47

operate with significant losses. For this reason, the NGD48

circuit applications are literally less developed and less49

investigated compared to other electronic and communi-50

cation functions as filter, antenna, amplifier, coupler and51

power combiner/divider. Last two decades, diverse topolo-52

gies of NGD microwave circuits were designed and experi-53

mented [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. It was demonstrated54

that the NGD circuits can be designed by using lumped R,55

L and C topologies and alsomicrostrip topologies. In addition56

to the basic understanding of NGDphenomenonmeaning, the57

main challenge at this stage was the design of low attenuation58

and compact NGD microwave circuit [10], [11], [12]. More-59

over, despite the progressive research work from few groups60

around the world, the NGD engineering remains, so far,61

an unfamiliar concept for non-specialist RF and microwave62

design, manufacturing and test engineers.63

An innovative fundamental theory of NGD circuit inspired64

from filter theory which is easy to understand for gradu-65

ate students and non-specialist electronic design, fabrication,66

test and commercial engineers was initiated [13], [14]. The67

NGD circuit theory is elaborated from transfer function (TF)68

approach [13], [14]. It is noteworthy that the main difference69

is the fact that the filter is characterized from TF magnitude 70

and the NGD is characterized from the TF group delay (GD). 71

Based on the NGD-filter analogy, the innovative classifica- 72

tion of low-pass (LP) [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], high-pass 73

(HP) [13], [14], [18], [19], [20], [21], bandpass (BP) [4], [5], 74

[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] and stop-band (SB) 75

[13], [14], [21], [22], [23] NGD topologies are identified. 76

These different NGD topology types are characterized from 77

the frequency band(s) where the GD is susceptible to be 78

negative. Behind the NGD theoretical development, there are 79

curious questions about the application. 80

B. STATE OF THE ART ON THE NGD CIRCUIT-BASED 81

PHASE SHIFTER (PS) DESIGN 82

Tentative RF and microwave engineering applications of 83

NGD circuits [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], 84

[33], [34], [35], [36] were proposed. Ones of most remarkable 85

applications are based on the NGD equalization technique 86

which consists of cascading positive GD (PGD) and NGD 87

circuits [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], 88

[34], [35], [36]. The NGD equalization approach enables 89

naturally to compensate delay and electronic component 90

undesirable effects [25], [26], [27], [28]. By means of BP- 91

NGD electronic function, the unfamiliar NGD equalization 92

enables more importantly to design innovative microwave 93

phase shifters (PSs) [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34]. The 94

solution of RF and microwave PS topology can be flexibly 95

designed with both active [29], [30], [31], [32] and passive 96

[33], [34], [35] topologies. The main particularity of such 97

PSs is the possibility to operate in broadband with constant 98

value or independently with frequency [29], [30], [32], [33], 99

[34]. This innovative PS topology can be exploited to design 100

Hilbert filter [36] which is interesting to design higher perfor- 101

mance transceivers (Tx-Rx). For example, the Hilbert filter 102

is expected to be a good technological candidate to perform 103

operation as FFT and iFFT and also to design analog and 104

mixed modulators and demodulators for future communica- 105

tion front- and back-end systems. More recent study [35] 106

highlights that by using SB-NGD function, innovative design 107

solution of stair PSs can be performed. 108

Compared to the metamaterial-basedmicrowave PS design 109

[37] and application for front- and back-end terminals [38], 110

[39], [40], further understanding and applicative studies 111

of BP-NGD circuits are needed. The technical challenge 112

slowing down the development of constant phase BP-NGD 113

PS is the integration feasibility in miniaturized Tx-Rx 114
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system. The prominent solution is the design in CMOS115

integrated circuit (IC) technology whose the feasibility for116

LP- [41], [42] and HP- [43] NGD circuits were recently117

theoretically investigated.118

C. ORIGINALITY AND OUTLINE OF THE PAPER119

The main novelty of the present research work is described as120

follows:121

• The IC-based design methodology of BP-NGD PS122

constituted by combined capacitive-inductive-capacitive123

network and BP-NGD passive lumped circuits. The124

novel BP-NGD based PS is designed in 130-nm125

BiCMOS technology.126

• The theoretical synthesis formulation and design127

approach BP-NGDbased PS is designed in 130-nmBiC-128

MOS technology. The fundamental equations allowing129

to calculate the lumped passive topology in function of130

the targeted operation frequency are established.131

The present paper is organized in seven main sections as132

follows:133

• Section II recalls the general specifications of the unfa-134

miliar BP-NGD and positive group delay (PGD) ideal135

circuits.136

• Section III defines the ideal analysis and also the key137

specifications of the behavior of the proposed BP-NGD138

PS from the S-matrix modelling.139

• Section IV examines theoretically the analytical140

S-matrix models of the PGD, BP-NGD and PS lumped141

topologies.142

• Section V reveals the synthesis equations enabling to143

determine the R, L and C component values from the144

expected specifications of the PS under study.145

• Section VI is focused on the CMOS IC design method-146

ology of the BP-NGD PS by using IC simulator147

Cadencer VIRTUOSO. A miniaturized BP-NGD PS148

proof-of-concept (POC) will be designed and studied.149

• Section VII examines the verification results from cal-150

culation and simulations. Monte Carlo (MC) uncertainty151

analyses (UAs) are also performed to highlight the152

CMOS BP-NGD PS design.153

• Section VIII finalizes the paper with conclusion.154

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BP-NGD155

AND PGD FUNCTIONS156

The general theoretical approach to analyze the BP-NGD PS157

is introduced in the present section. The introduced theory158

is based on S-parameter representation. The specifications of159

BP-NGD and also the PS are defined.160

A. S-MATRIX MODELLING GENERAL DESCRIPTION161

Acting as a microwave circuit, the analysis of the PS stud-162

ied in this paper is essentially based on S-matrix approach.163

Fig. 1 represents a general configuration of two-port black164

FIGURE 1. Two-port S-parameter black box.

box modelled by S-matrix: 165

[S(s)] =
[
S11(s) S21(s)
S21(s) S11(s)

]
. (1) 166

with s = jω is the Laplace variable expressed in function of 167

angular frequency ω = 2π f . The S-model elaborated in the 168

along paper is referred to the impedance R0 = 50�. 169

Acting as a symmetric circuit, we have the magnitudes 170

of the reflection and transmission coefficients expressed as, 171

respectively: 172

S11(ω) = |S11(jω)| (2) 173

S21(ω) = |S21(jω)| . (3) 174

In addition to the magnitudes, the present study will also 175

consider: 176

• the phase of the transmission coefficient which is 177

defined by: 178

ϕ(ω) = arg [S21(jω)] (4) 179

• the frequency dependent GD response which is defined 180

by: 181

GD(ω) = −
∂ϕ(ω)
∂ω

. (5) 182

When the last quantity is negative, the S-parameter presents 183

an unfamiliar NGD behavior. The next subsection recalls the 184

main specifications of BP-NGD type circuits. 185

B. SPECIFICATIONS OF TYPICAL BP-NGD FUNCTION 186

A circuit can be classified as typical BP-NGD function if 187

we can find an angular frequency, ω, from the transmission 188

coefficient GD respecting the condition: 189

GD(ω) < 0. (6) 190

An ideal response of BP-NGD function can be represented 191

by: 192

• The cut-off angular frequencies, ω1 and ω2, as depicted 193

by Fig. 2(a), as roots of equation: 194

GD(ω) = 0. (7) 195

• By taking a real negative parameter tn, the ideal GD 196

response can be negative as defined by: 197

GD(ω1 ≤ ω ≤ ω2) = tn < 0. (8) 198

• By taking the maximal reflection coefficient 199

0 < Amax < 1, we have the ideal response displayed 200

as plotted in Fig. 2(b): 201
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FIGURE 2. (a) GD, (b) refection and (c) transmission coefficient responses
of typical BP-NGD function.

S11(ω1 ≤ ω ≤ ω2) = An ≤ Amax. (9)202

• And by taking the minimal transmission coefficient 0203

< Bmin < 1, we have the ideal response as shown in204

Fig. 2(c):205

S21(ω1 ≤ ω ≤ ω2) = Bn ≥ Bmin. (10)206

For the case of BP-NGD circuit, the bandwidth is defined by:207

1ω = ω2 − ω1. (11)208

To design an ideal PS, the ideal S-matrix model of BP-209

NGD in frequency band [ω1, ω2] with:210 ∣∣S11,NGD(jω)∣∣ = ∣∣S22,NGD(jω)∣∣ ≈ 0. (12)211

Therefore, the BP-NGD S-matrix can be formulated by:212

[SNGD(jω)] =
[

0 S21,NGD(jω)
S21,NGD(jω) 0

]
. (13)213

The S-matrix presents the associated transmission coefficient214

expressed as:215

S21,NGD(jω) = Bn · exp [j(ϕn − ω · tn)] (14)216

with 0< Bn <1 and initial phase shift:217

ϕn = ϕNGD(ω1). (15)218

In opposite to the present case, the PGD circuit specifications219

will be elaborated in the next section.220

C. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PGD FUNCTION BEHAVIOR 221

The PGD function operates as typical true time delay (TTD) 222

circuit assumed to work in the frequency band defined by 223

limits ω1 and ω2 with ω1 < ω2 which is the same as the 224

frequency band of the previously described BP-NGD func- 225

tion. By taking real positive tp, the ideal GD diagram can be 226

represented by Fig. 3 specified by: 227

GD(ω1 ≤ ω ≤ ω2) = tp > 0. (16) 228

The PGD is expected to present the same specifications 229

in terms of reflection and transmission coefficients as the 230

BP-NGD ones plotted in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c), with Ap = 231

An and Bp = B2n, respectively. The GD diagram shown by 232

Fig. 3 enables to express the phase shift associated to the PGD 233

that within frequency band [ω1, ω2]. Accordingly, the ideal 234

S-matrix model of PGD under ideal condition: 235∣∣S11,PGD(jω)∣∣ = ∣∣S22,PGD(jω)∣∣ ≈ 0. (17) 236

FIGURE 3. GD diagram of PGD function constituting the PS.

The associated S-matrix should be: 237

[SPGD(jω)] =
[

0 S21,PGD(jω)
S21,PGD(jω) 0

]
(18) 238

which presents the associated transmission coefficient 239

expressed as: 240

S21,PGD(jω) = Bp · exp
[
j(ϕp − ω · tp)

]
(19) 241

with 0 < Bp < 1 and initial phase shift: 242

ϕp = ϕPGD(ω1). (20) 243

The next section describes the proposed PS theorization from 244

the previously defined BP-NGD and PGD characterization. 245

III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BP-NGD BASED 246

CONSTANT PS 247

The fundamental theory of the constant or independent of 248

frequency PS is described in the present subsection. The ideal 249

representation of the constituting PGD and NGD circuit is 250

introduced. The ideal main specifications and the analytical 251

approach from the S-parameter operation are defined. 252

A. S-PARAMETER IDEAL ANALYSIS OF THE BP-NGD 253

FUNCTION BASED PS 254

The BP-NGD PS under study is composed cascaded PGD 255

and NGD circuits. The analysis is elaborated based on the 256
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frequency domain representation. The two identical NGD cir-257

cuits are intercalated by PGD one. The topological solution to258

design this PS, we proposed the two-port topology introduced259

by Fig. 4. Since the reflection coefficients are negligible260

under conditions (12) and (17), the S-matrix modelling of this261

synoptic diagram is the product:262

[S(jω)] = [SNGD(jω)]× [SPGD(jω)]× [SNGD(jω)] . (21)263

FIGURE 4. Two-port black box of frequency-independent PS constituted
by PGD and NGD circuits in cascade.

Substituting the S-matrix of equation (13) and equa-264

tion (18) into the previous relation, it yields the PS following265

ideal model:266

[S(jω)] =
[

0 S21(jω)
S21(jω) 0

]
(22)267

where the overall transmission coefficient ideally expressed268

as follows:269

S21(jω) = S21,NGD(jω) · S21,PGD(jω) · S21,NGD(jω). (23)270

It yields the phase shift analytical expression of the next271

subsection.272

B. PHASE SHIFT ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION273

Substituting the transmission coefficients given by equa-274

tion (14) and equation (19) into the previous one, we have:275

S21(jω) = B2nBp exp
{
j
[
2ϕn + ϕp − ω(2tn + tp)

]}
. (24)276

It means that the associated phase shift ϕPS (ω) =277

arg [S21(jω)] is given by:278

ϕPS (ω) = 2ϕn + ϕp − ω(2tn + tp). (25)279

To generate a frequency independent PS within frequency280

band [ω1, ω2], the phase shift must be expressed as:281

ϕPS (ω) = ϕ0 = Constant. (26)282

By identification coefficients of equations (25) and (26),283

we have:284

• The PS GD GDPS (ω) = −∂ϕPS (ω)/∂ω as defined in285

equation (5) becomes:286

GDPS (ω) = tp + 2tn = 0. (27)287

which implies:288

tp = −2tn. (28)289

• The independent frequency phase value:290

ϕ0 = 2ϕn + ϕp. (29)291

More illustrative comprehension about the constant phase292

shift aspect can be reached with graphical representation of293

phase diagram.294

C. PHASE DIAGRAM ANALYSIS OF THE BP-NGD BASED PS 295

The previous analytical approach enables to plot the ideal 296

behavior of the BP-NGD PS understudy. We also recall that 297

the PS is expected to operate within frequency band [ω1, ω2]. 298

We can denote ω0 ∈ [ω1, ω2] a particular operating angu- 299

lar frequency. According to such particular characteristics, 300

we can realize a frequency independent PS illustrated from 301

algebraic operation based on PGD and NGD phase plot 302

shown by Fig. 5(a). Following the ideal case behavior, it is 303

noteworthy that the BP-NGD PS should present: 304

• A phase shift equal to constant ϕPS (ω) = ϕ0 which is 305

equal to constant or does not depend to the frequency as 306

stated by equation (26) and depicted by Fig. 5(a). 307

• A zero delay in the working frequency band of the study 308

as stated by equation (27) and highlighted by Fig. 5(b). 309

Before the investigation of POC, a concrete design of the 310

proposed PS with RLC-network based lumped circuit is 311

investigated in the next subsection. 312

FIGURE 5. (a) Phase and (b) GD responses of PGD, NGD, and
frequency-independent PS ideal function.

IV. S-PARAMETER MODEL OF PGD AND NGD PASSIVE 313

CIRCUITS UNDER CONSIDERATION 314

The S-parameter models of the elementary circuits constitut- 315

ing the PGD, NGD and constant PS circuits are developed in 316

this section. 317

A. S-PARAMETER MODELLING OF PGD TOPOLOGY 318

Fig. 6 represents the schematic of the PGD passive two-port 319

circuit. It acts as a π -topology composed of two identical 320

Cp-parallel capacitors connected at the input/output accesses 321

and Lp-series inductor. This passive cell can be named 322

CLC-circuit also in the rest of the paper. 323
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FIGURE 6. Schematic of two-port PGD circuit constituting the BP-NGD PS
under study.

The PGD-topology equivalent impedance matrix is given324

by:325

[ZPGD(s)] =

[
1+ LpCps2 1

1 1+ LpCps2

]
2+ Cps(2+ LpCps2)

. (30)326

The S-matrix model is calculated from Z-to-S transform327

relationship:328

[SPGD(s)] =
{
{[ZPGD(s)]− R0 [I2−D]}×
{[ZPGD(s)]+ R0 [I2−D]}−1

}
(31)329

with 2-D identity matrix:330

[I2−D] =
[
1 0
0 1

]
(32)331

Accordingly, we have the reflection and transmission coeffi-332

cient expressions of the following PGD S-matrix:333

S11,PGD(s) =
s
[
Lp − R20Cp(2+ LpCps

2)
]

DPGD(s)
(33)334

S21,PGD(s) =
2R0

DPGD(s)
(34)335

where:336

DPGD(s) = (1+ R0Cps)
[
R0(2+ LpCps2)+ Lps

]
. (35)337

These analytical relations will be exploited to elaborate the338

analysis and design method in the following subsection.339

B. BP-NGD S-PARAMETER MODELLING AND NALYSIS340

The BP-NGD topology is comprised of simple RLC-series341

network as parallel impedance. The two-port cell is presented342

by Fig. 7.343

FIGURE 7. BP-NGD passive cell employed in this paper to design the
constant PS.

The equivalent matrix impedance associated to the NGD344

passive topology is written as:345

[ZNGD(s)] = Z (s)×
[
1 1
1 1

]
(36)346

with: 347

Z (s) = R+ L s+
1
C s

. (37) 348

The associated S-matrix model is established from Z-to-S 349

matrix transform from relationship as expressed in equa- 350

tion (31). Accordingly, we have the reflection and transmis- 351

sion coefficient expressions of the following S-matrix of the 352

NGD passive cell: 353

S11,NGD(s) =
−R0

R0 + 2Z (s)
(38) 354

S21,NGD(s) =
2Z (s)

R0 + 2Z (s)
. (39) 355

Themodel of the PGD and NGD combined cells is elaborated 356

in the next subsection. 357

C. π-TOPOLOGY S-PARAMETER MODELLING 358

OF PS CIRCUIT 359

Figs. 8 represent the concrete circuit for designing PS passive 360

topology. It is constituted by the combined PGD and NGD 361

circuits schematized by the general π -topology shown by 362

Fig. 8(a). The detailed configuration of the BP-NGD PS 363

circuit including all the lumped components is depicted by 364

Fig. 8(b). 365

FIGURE 8. (a) Equivalent impedance based π-topology and (b) two-port
black box of frequency-independent PS constituted by PGD and NGD
circuits in cascade.

The passive topology of the PS is composed of two iden- 366

tical Zp-parallel impedances connected at the input/output 367

accesses and Zs-series impedance analytically given by: 368 Zs(s) = Ls s

Zp(s) =
Z (s)

1+ C s Z (s)
.

(40) 369

The BP-NGD PS-topology equivalent impedance matrix is 370

given by: 371

[ZPS (s)] = 4(s)
[
Zs(s)+ Zp(s) Zp(s)

Zp(s) Zs(s)+ Zp(s)

]
(41) 372
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with:373

4(s) =
Zp(s)

Zs(s)+ 2Zp(s)
. (42)374

By means of Z-to-S matrix transform, we have the reflection375

and transmission coefficient expressions of the following S-376

matrix of the BP-NGD PS passive cell:377

S11,PS (s) =
Zs(s)Z2

p (s)− R
2
0

[
Zs(s)+ Zp(s)

]
DPS (s)

(43)378

S21,PS (s) =
2R0Z2

p (s)

DPS (s)
(44)379

with:380

DPS (s) =
{ [
R0 + 2Zp(s)

]{
R0
[
Zs(s)+ Zp(s)

]
+ Zs(s)Zp(s)

} } . (45)381

Before the design methodology of BP-NGD PS in CMOS382

technology, the synthesis formulas of lumped components383

will be investigated in the following section.384

V. SYNTHESIS FORMULAS OF THE BP-NGD385

CONSTANT PS386

This section describes the main design formulas established387

from the previous analyses. The values of resistor, inductor388

and capacitor components constituting the BP-NGD PS are389

addressed in function of the targeted specifications.390

A. HYPOTHESES FOR THE PRESENT BP-NGD PS391

ANALYSES392

For the sake of the mathematical complexity, let us take a393

real positive parameter A � 1 as the hypothetical reflection394

loss. The synthesis of the proposed PS in the present paper395

is performed under matching conditions of PGD and NGD396

reflection coefficients:397 { ∣∣S11,PGD(jω)∣∣ = ∣∣S22,PGD(jω)∣∣ = A∣∣S11,NGD(jω)∣∣ = ∣∣S22,NGD(jω)∣∣ = A.
(46)398

Consequently, we expect to have the PS access matching with399

respect to equation:400 ∣∣S11,PS (jω)∣∣ = ∣∣S22,PS (jω)∣∣ = A. (47)401

Based on such hypothesis, the BP-NGD PS transmission402

coefficient can be simply approximated by the following403

product:404

S21,PS (jω) ≈ S21,NGD(jω) · S21,PGD(jω) · S21,NGD(jω). (48)405

Based on such assumption, the syntheses of our PS consist406

in determining lumped component with respect to the tar-407

geted specifications. The design approach can be explored408

from analyses from PGD and NGD circuits. The analytical409

elaboration of the last two ones are examined in the two next410

subsections.411

B. DESIGN EQUATIONS OF THE PGD CIRCUIT412

CONSTITUTING COMPONENTS413

The analysis and synthesis of the PGD circuit is elaborated in414

the present subsection.415

1) PGD CIRCUIT ANALYSIS AT THE WORKING FREQUENCY 416

First of all, the PGD circuit can be analyzed by the exam- 417

ination of magnitude of reflection coefficient expressed in 418

equation (33) and the phase of transmission coefficient 419

expressed in equation (34). We can choose as particular angu- 420

lar frequency: 421

ω =
1√
LpCp

. (49) 422

Secondly, it is important to underline that at this angular 423

frequency, the PGD circuit shown by Fig. 6 is in phase 424

quadrature: 425

ϕPGD(ω0) = −π/2. (50) 426

The PGD circuit synthesis consists practically in determin- 427

ing the constituting components inductor Lp and capacitor 428

Cp to target the particular operation angular frequency and 429

reflection coefficient A� 1 by solving equations: 430

ω = ω0 (51) 431∣∣S11,PGD(jω0)
∣∣ = A. (52) 432

In this case, we have: 433

• The transmission coefficient written in equation (34) 434

becomes: 435∣∣S21,PGD(jω0)
∣∣ = √1− A2. (53) 436

• The GD defined in equation (5) applied to equation (34) 437

becomes: 438

GDPGD(ω0) = tp (54) 439

which is given by: 440

tp =
2
√
1− A2

ω0
. (55) 441

These analytical equations serve to characterize our PGD 442

circuit as described in the following paragraph. 443

2) GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS 444

By using equation (55), the variation of the PGD GD and 445

working frequency product versus reflection coefficient A is 446

plotted in Fig. 9(a). We can see that the product variation is 447

not significant when A increases to−40 dB to−10 dB. Con- 448

sequently, based on such increase of reflection coefficient, 449

we see that the GD-working frequency product decreases 450

from 0.318 to 0.302. 451

The cartographies of the PGD GD tp versus pair work- 452

ing frequency varying from fmin = 0.5 GHz and fmax = 453

2.5 GHz and reflection coefficient A is displayed in Fig. 9(b). 454

In the considered range of pair (A, f0), we emphasized 455

that tp is decreasing from 0.637 ps to 120 ps inversely to 456

f0 and A. 457
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FIGURE 9. Plots of PGD (a) GD-working frequency and (c) GD cartography
versus pair (A, f0).

3) SYNTHESIS FORMULAS458

The design equations of the PGD circuit are established459

by inversing the equation of reflection coefficient and GD.460

Accordingly, the PGD-circuit synthesis formulas derived461

from the previous equations are:462

Lp =
R0
ω0

√
1+ A
1− A

(56)463

Cp =

√
1−A
1+A

R0ω0
. (57)464

The other formulas for calculating the other components of465

the PS are established from the analysis of the BP-NGD466

circuit and the PS shown by Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.467

The BP-NGD circuit analysis are introduced in the following468

subsection.469

C. ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF BP-NGD CIRCUIT470

CONSTITUTING COMPONENTS471

As stated in [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], and [36],472

the BP-NGD circuit must operate in opposite phase of the473

PGD one. The NGD block ideal specification will be defined474

in the following paragraph.475

The BP-NGD circuit shown in Fig. 7 was analyzed by the476

examination of magnitude of reflection coefficient expressed477

in equation (38) and the GD associated to the transmission478

coefficient expressed in equation (39) at the particular angular479

frequency:480

ω =
1
√
LC

. (58)481

It should be pointed out that at this angular frequency, the 482

NGD circuit presents the phase from equation (39) equal to: 483

ϕNGD(ω0) = 0. (59) 484

In this case, we have: 485

• The reflection coefficient written in equation (38) 486

becomes: 487∣∣S11,NGD(jω0)
∣∣ = R0

R0 + 2R
. (60) 488

• The transmission coefficient written in equation (39) 489

becomes: 490∣∣S11,NGD(jω0)
∣∣ = R0

R0 + 2R
. (61) 491

• The GD defined in equation (5) applied to equation (39) 492

becomes: 493

GDNGD(ω0) = tn. (62) 494

which is given by: 495

tn =
−2R0L

R(R0 + 2R)
. (63) 496

The BP-NGD circuit synthesis equations are established in 497

the following subsection. 498

D. ELABORATION OF NGD CIRCUIT COMPONENT 499

SYNTHESIS 500

The NGD circuit synthesis is naturally the calculations of the 501

constituting components resistor R, inductor L and capaci- 502

tor C to target: 503

• The particular operation angular frequency as stated in 504

equation (51). 505

• The reflection coefficient verifying: 506∣∣S11,NGD(jω0)
∣∣ = A (64) 507

• The GD equalized from equation (28) which leads to the 508

equation: 509

2R0L
R(R0 + 2R)

=
tp
4

(65) 510

Lastly, the NGD-circuit synthesis formulas derived from the 511

previous equations are: 512

R =
R0(1− A)

2A
(66) 513

L =
R0

8A2ω0

√
1+ A
1− A

(67) 514

C =
8A2

R0ω0

√
1− A
1+ A

. (68) 515

Knowing the resistor synthesis equation, the transmission 516

coefficient written in equation (34) becomes: 517∣∣S21,NGD(jω0)
∣∣ = 1− A. (69) 518

Further insight on the BP-NGD characteristics can be estab- 519

lished from these R, L and C component synthesis equations. 520
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E. BP-NGD CIRCUIT BANDWITH VERSUS REFLECTION521

COEFFICIENT522

The analysis of the BP-NGD bandwidth is described in the523

present subsection.524

1) ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION525

The GD of the BP-NGD circuit shown in Fig. 7 can be526

expressed from the transmission coefficient introduced in527

equation (39) and definition (5). The NGD cut-off angular528

frequencies are determined by solving equation (7). Follow-529

ing these analytical actions, it can be derived from synthesis530

equations (66), (67) and (68), the NGD cut-off frequencies531

versus reflection coefficient and center frequency given by:532

ω1 = ω0

√√√√1+ 8A3(A− 2)+ A
[
1+ 4(a− 1)

√
λ
]

A+ 1
(70)533

ω2 =

√√√√1+ 8A3(A− 2)+ A
[
1+ 4(1− a)

√
λ
]

A+ 1
(71)534

with:535

λ = 1+ A+ 4A2(A− 1)2. (72)536

It implies the NGD relative BW which is defined 1ω/ω0 =537

1f /f0 by formula:538

1f
f0

539

=

4A(1− A)
[
2A(A− 1)+

√
λ
]

√
(1+ A)

{
1+ A

[
1+ 4(A− 1)

[
2A2(A− 1)+

√
λ
]]} .540

(73)541

2) GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS542

For further insight about the variation of previously expressed543

parameters, graphical analyses of the NGD relative band-544

width and transmission coefficient are performed in the545

present paragraph when A increases from−40 dB to−10 dB.546

Accordingly, Fig. 10(a) represents the monotonic variation547

of the NGD BW expressed by equation (70). We find that548

this relative frequency increases almost linearly from about549

4% to 75.4%. However, the transmission coefficient variation550

decreases from −3.3 dB to −0.09 dB as witnessed by in551

Fig. 10(b).552

Before the numerical verification of the established553

microwave theory feasibility, the next subsection describes554

the design of POC to be investigated and also the associated555

methodology for 130-nm BiCMOS BP-NGD PS.556

VI. METHODOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION OF 130-nm557

BiCMOS BP-NGD PS DESIGN558

The present section describes the CMOS designmethodology559

of the BP-NGD PS topology. A POC designed in 130-nm560

BiCMOS technology by using an IC design and simulation561

commercial tool will be introduced.562

FIGURE 10. Variations of (a) NGD BW and (b) transmission coefficient
versus reflection coefficient at the operation frequency.

A. DESIGN METHODOLOGY OF THE BP-NGD 563

PS IN CMOS TECHNOLOGY 564

Similar to the CMOS design method of NGD ICs intro- 565

duced in [41], [42], and [43], the proposed BP-NGD PS one 566

should start from the targeted specifications to the final layout 567

design. The main actions behind the design methodology of 568

BP-NGD PS ICs are indicated by the design flow depicted 569

by Fig. 11. The proposed six principal steps of the CMOS IC 570

design can be described as follows: 571

• Step 1: The choice of the BP-NGD PS specifications 572

as phase shift (fixed to ϕ0 = −90◦ for the present 573

study) working frequency and reflection loss which is 574

linked to the attenuation. The designer can refer to the 575

specifications plotted by Figs. 5. 576

• Step 2: The ideal values of resistor, inductor and capaci- 577

tor constituting the BP-NGDPS IC should be calculated. 578

For this step, the design engineers can use formulas (56), 579

(57), (66), (67) and (68). 580

• Step 3: The previously calculated values must be veri- 581

fied in the component library of the simulation software 582

(for the present study, Cadence-VURTUOSOr). Then, 583

the feasibility of the BP-NGD PS CMOS IC design 584

should be investigated by the comparison between the 585

calculated results of S-parameter simulations. 586

• Step 4: The layout design should begin in the present 587

step after schematic ideal simulation. The BP-NGD PS 588

CMOS IC must respect the design rule check (DRC) 589

with high Ohmic unsalicided N+poly resistor and sym- 590

metrical high current spiral inductor. The DRC ensures 591

that the design can be manufactured within the limits of 592

production process. The layout versus schematic (LVS) 593

of BP-NGD PS CMOS IC must be performed. The LVS 594
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FIGURE 11. Design flow of BP-NGD PS CMOS IC.

consists in evaluating the differences by comparing the595

results of circuit diagram with its layout.596

• Step 5: The effects of parasitic capacitances and resis-597

tors on the BP-NGD PS CMOS IC performances can be598

investigated in this present step. In all, the simulations599

should focus on the circuit layout. Further modifications600

on the IC design maybe proposed in order to meet the601

expected constant PS performances.602

• Step 6: The final action of the BP-NGD PS CMOS IC603

design is the post-layout simulation (PLS). Any modi-604

fications can be made, in particular at the layout level,605

to improve the results All the rules of DRC should be606

validated and the result acceptability can be assessed607

following the targeted specifications defined in Step 1.608

Following the elaborated design methodology, the BP-NGD609

PS POC is designed in 130-nm BiCMOS technology in the610

following section.611

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE BP-NGD PS POC DESIGN612

The POC design of the BP-NGD PS under study in 130-nm613

BiCMOS technology is investigated in the present subsection.614

The different steps of workflow indicated by Fig. 11 were615

followed during the design.616

The BP-NGD PS specifications are arbitrarily chosen in 617

order to highlight the microwave CMOS IC design feasibility 618

study. The main specifications including the consideration of 619

the investigation frequency band are indicated in Table 1. The 620

IC design focuses first on the BP-NGD and PGD circuits. 621

Then, the combined circuit is designed to analyze the PS 622

behavior. As result, Fig. 12 represents the schematics of the 623

PGD, NGD and PS POC designed in the environment of the 624

ADSr electronic and RF/microwave simulation tools from 625

Keysight technologiesr. 626

TABLE 1. Specifications of the BP-NGD PS Circuit POC.

The component values of resistor, inductor and capacitor 627

constituting the constant phase BP-NGD PS were calculated 628

from formulas (56), (57), (66), (67) and (68). The calculated 629

results of POC PGD and NGD R, L and C parameters are 630

addressed in Table 2. 631

TABLE 2. Parameters of the PGD and NGD circuits constituting the PS.

The BiCMOS BP-NGD PS design is described in the 632

following subsection. 633

C. DESCRIPTION OF THE BP-NGD PS LAYOUT 634

OF CMOS IC DESIGN 635

The CADENCEVIRTUOSOr design of the PS schematic is 636

displayed in Fig. 13. The STMicroelectronics 130-nm BiC- 637

MOS manufacturing process was chosen as main reference 638

for the present microwave PS design because of its compo- 639

nent integration potential in the range of desired specification 640

values. 641

Due to the relatively large size of the components, expen- 642

sive manufacturing processes such as 28 nm-FDSOI are 643

not needed. Fig. 14 displays the layout of the designed 644

CMOS IC PS chipset. This PS POC layout is designed with 645

1.1 mm × 0.37 mm size. The resistors and inductor were 646
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FIGURE 12. ADSr schematic of the BP-NGD PS POC.

FIGURE 13. Cadencer schematic of the BP-NGD PS POC.

expected to be implemented under the manufacturing process647

minimum square area. The SISO circuit whole layout area is648

occupied by the two resistors in left and the large spiral induc-649

tor. The 100 µm × 4.9 µm size resistors are implemented in650

100-nm thickness poly-Si on 4.5-relative permittivity dielec-651

tric insulator. Each resistor is guard-ring surrounded in order652

to ensure their polarization and the ground plane connection653

through the dielectric substrate.654

The inductor is implemented in Al-metal spiral octagon655

with 0.0145 mm2 surface over 1 µm thickness. All the layout656

component interconnections are Cu-based interconnect met-657

allization with 0.1 µm thickness.658

The range of the geometrical parameters (width, length,659

number of turns, diameter, Silicium area) of the considered660

resistor and inductor layouts in function of the constituting 661

materials are addressed in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. 662

The minimal resonance frequency is also indicated. 663

VII. VERIFICATION RESULTS AND MC UNCERTAINTY 664

ANALYSES OF THE DESIGNED 130-nm BiCMOS POC 665

The present section deals with the numerical verification 666

and state of the art study of the BP-NGD PS topology. The 667

frequency dependent BP-NGDPS behavior will be discussed. 668

The compared and obtained results are from: 669

• Calculations computed ideal circuit models from 670

MATLABr, 671
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FIGURE 14. Chip Cadence-VIRTUOSOr layout (1.1 mm x 0.37 mm=0.407 mm2) of BP-NGD PS POC.

TABLE 3. Ranges of geometrical parameters of the used designed 130-nm BiCMOS resistors.

TABLE 4. Ranges of geometrical parameters of the used designed inductor.

• Simulation of ideal schematic circuits with the672

ADSr electronic and RF/microwave simulation tool673

from Keysight technologiesr,674

• and IC design and simulation of CMOS IC BP-NGD PS675

having schematic shown in Fig. 13 and layout shown in676

Fig. 14 with CADENCE VIRUTOSOr.677

The presented results are generated in the frequency band678

delimited by fmin = 1.5 GHz and fmax = 2.3 GHz which679

contains intentionally the expected working frequency f0 =680

1.9 GHz. The CADENCE VIRTUOSOr MC uncertainty681

analyses in function of IC BP-NGD PS physical parameters682

will be performed.683

A. PGD AND NGD CHARACTERISATION684

The synthesized CLC (which represents the PGD cir-685

cuit) or and NGD circuits are characterized from the686

phase, GDCLC,NGD, S11CLC,NGD and S21CLC,NGD analyses.687

As depicted by Figs. 15 and Figs. 16, the calculated and688

simulated results are in excellent correlation. Fig. 15(a) shows689

the comparison between:690

• The calculated (‘‘Calc.CLC’’ plotted in black solid 691

line) and ADSr simulated (‘‘ADSCLC’’ plotted in 692

dotted blue-sky line) of the CLC-circuit alone. The 693

phase presents a clear negative slope with phase shift 694

ϕCLC (f0) ≈ −90◦. 695

• The calculated (‘‘Calc.CLC’’ plotted in dashed red 696

line) and ADSr simulated (‘‘ADSCLC’’ plotted in 697

dotted navy-blue line) of the CLC-circuit alone. The 698

phase presents a clear negative slope with phase shift 699

ϕNGD(f0) ≈ 0◦. 700

The corresponding GDs are displayed by Fig. 15(b) which 701

shows NGD from f1 = 1.456 GHz to f2 = 2.48 GHz 702

with GDNGD(f0) ≈ −61 ps. The NGD effect compensates 703

the PGD which presents GDCLC (f0) ≈ 165 ps. Fig. 16(a) 704

confirms that the CLC and NGD circuits are matched to 705

S11CLC,NGD(f0) ≈ −13 dB around the expected working fre- 706

quency. Both circuits present transmission coefficients better 707

than S21CLC,NGD(f0) > −2 dB as illustrated by Fig. 16(b) 708

confirms that the CLC and NGD circuits. The results of the 709

combined CLC and NGD circuits designed in 130-nm BiC- 710

MOS IC technologywith parameters indicated by Table 2 and 711

Table 3 are examined in the next subsection. 712
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of calculated and simulated (a) phases and
(b) GDs of the PGD and NGD circuits.

FIGURE 16. Comparison of calculated and simulated (a) S11 and
(b) S21 of the PGD and NGD circuits.

B. BiCMOS IC DESIGNED BP-NGD CONSTANT PS713

VERICATION RESULT714

The verification of the IC design feasibility was performed715

based on comparisons between:716

• Calculated (‘‘Model’’ plotted in black solid line) results717

from ideal model,718

FIGURE 17. Comparison of calculated and simulated (a) phases and
(b) GDs of the BP-NGD PS POC.

• ADSr simulated (‘‘ADS’’ dotted in blue-sky dotted 719

line) results from ideal schematic. 720

• CADENCE VIRTUOSOr simulated (‘‘Cadence’’ dot- 721

ted in blue-sky dotted line) results from BiCMOS IC 722

layout. 723

Fig. 17(a) displays the BP-NGD PS phase and the associated 724

GDs are plotted in Fig. 17(b). A good agreement between 725

the 130-nm BiCMOS designed BP-NGD PS POC and ideal 726

ones (MATLABr calculation and ADSr simulation) PSs 727

and GDs are obtained. 728

As expected, they confirm undeniably the constant PS 729

behavior with GD less than 10 ps around the working fre- 730

quency. A good correlation of the behavior of the indepen- 731

dent frequency phase shift around the working frequency 732

f0 = 1.9 GHz is shown in Fig. 17(a). Table 4 summarizes 733

the BP-NGD PS specifications from the POCs of ideal and 734

BiCMOS IC BP-NGD PS circuits shown in Figs. 12 and 14. 735

As results, we have the remarkable phase variations: 736

• 1ϕ(f0+/-1f/2)=−90◦±1◦ in the bandwidth delimited 737

by flow−PS = 1.75 GHz and fhigh−PS = 2.1 GHz from 738

ideal circuit, 739

• against 1ϕ(f0+/-1f/2)= −90◦ ± 0.4◦ in the band- 740

width delimited by flow−PS = 1.7 GHz and fhigh−PS = 741

2.05 GHz from the BiCMOS POC. 742

In addition, the associated reflection and transmission 743

coefficients of the BP-NGD PS are plotted in Figs. 18. They 744

show a good access matching better than S11(f0) < −15 dB 745

in the considered frequency band PS BW. Moreover, the PS 746

flatness transmission coefficient is less than 1 dB. The main 747

differences between S11 and S21 observed in Figs. 17 are due 748

to the CMOS distributed component designed. 749
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FIGURE 18. Comparison of calculated and simulated (a) S11 and (b) S21
of the BP-NGD PS POC.

To highlight the proposed design robustness of the 130-nm750

BiCMOS PS, MC UAs were run and the results are discussed751

in the following subsection.752

C. MC UAS OF THE BiCMOS IC BP-NGD PS753

The carried-out UAs were performed by considering the geo-754

metrical parameters of the implemented resistor and inductor755

by means of the PLS of BiCMOS IC PS. Based on statistical756

approach, all parameters are simultaneously changed under757

+/−5% variations. The references values of the resistor and758

inductor parameters are indicated by Table 2 and Table 3,759

respectively.760

The following paragraphs are discussing the obtained761

CADENCE VIRTUOSOr based simulation results follow-762

ing the MC UAs with n = 1000-trials via Gaussian distribu-763

tion statistical probability (DSP).764

1) MC UA OF IC BP-NGD PS PHASE SHIFT AVERAGE765

IN THE CONSIDERED BW766

In this first case of study, the UAs were based on767

the CADENCE-VIRTUOSOr simulations by considering768

+/−5% variations of the BP-NGD PS POCs initial param-769

eters (through standard deviations). The obtained average770

phase shift denoted ϕave from flow−PS = 1.7 GHz and771

fhigh−PS = 2.05 GHz was considered for the statistical anal-772

yses of the samples in the intervals delimited by the one, two773

and three times multiple of standard deviation. The statistical774

analyses from the computed results lead to the flat typical775

Gaussian variations with assessed values. Fig. 19 presents776

the histogram and DSP of ϕave from BP-NGD PS chip POC.777

Significant probability of phase variation is observed from778

−91.5◦ to −89.5◦.779

TABLE 5. Specifications of the considered ideal circuit and bicmos layout
BP-NGD PS.

2) PS GD AVERAGE 780

Like the previous case, the statistical analyses of GD were 781

performed from the CADENCEr simulated results. All the 782

physical parameters of the BiCMOS IC BP-NGD GD were 783

varied in the same frequency band. The average value of the 784

GD results from flow−PS = 1.7 GHz and fhigh−PS = 2.05 GHz 785

enables to establish the accentuated Gaussian variations with 786

assessed values. Fig. 20 presents the histogram of average 787

value GDave. The GD mean value is of about 7 ps with high 788

DSP over standard deviation 6.3 ps. 789

3) PS S21 AVERAGE 790

By means of the same MC UAs, the transmitted coefficient 791

of the BP-NGD IC POS was analyzed. We assess then the 792

average value if the transmission coefficient in the same pre- 793

vious bandwidth from flow−PS and fhigh−PS . Fig. 21 displays 794

the histogram and DSP of S21ave. The mean statistical value 795

is of about−6.11 dB over standard deviation of about 0.6 dB. 796

4) PS S11 MAXIMUM 797

The last case MC UA of BP-NGD PS POC UA is focused on 798

the reflection coefficient. The analysis is based on the assess- 799

ment of maximum S11max = max[S11(f)]. Fig. 22 depicts the 800

histogram and DSP of S11ave. We can emphasize that mean 801

value is of about −9.1 dB over the standard deviation of 802

about 1.1 dB. This result enables to state that our BiCMOS 803

PS presents a risk of unmatching if the physical parameters 804

varied over +/−5% relative variation. 805

5) SUMMARY OF MEAN AND STANDART DEVIATION 806

Based on the previous results, Table 5 addresses the summary 807

of the MCUAs. We recall that the statistical run was repeated 808

with 1000 trials. 809

The last explored table indicates the mean values and 810

standard deviations of the four previously discussed specific 811

characteristics analyzed. Less relative variation of physical 812

parameters should be expected to ensure BP-NGD phase shift 813

respecting the criteria of microwave circuits in flow−PS = 814

1.7 GHz and fhigh−PS = 2.05 GHz. 815

D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF BP-NGD BASED PS 816

Similar to the investigation on unfamiliar BP-NGD circuit 817

design, the relevance of the proposed BiCMOS BP-NGD PS 818

can be understoodwith bibliographic study. Table 6 addresses 819

a comparison of performances of unfamiliar BP-NGD circuit- 820

based frequency independent PSs available in the literature 821
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FIGURE 19. Histogram of ϕave(f ) average from the BP-NGD PS MC UA.

FIGURE 20. Histogram of GDPS average from the BP-NGD PS MC UA.
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FIGURE 21. Histogram of S21ave(f ) average from the BP-NGD PS MC UA.

FIGURE 22. S11max(f0) histogram from the BP-NGD PS MC UA.
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TABLE 6. IC BP-NGD PS mean and standard deviations from n=1000 trial
UAs.

TABLE 7. Comparison of performances of BP-NGD based RF and
microwave PS.

[29], [30], [32], [33], [34], [35]. They are dedicated to operate822

in RF and microwave frequencies and implemented with823

lumped (using R, L, C and transistor components), microstrip824

and hybrid technologies. It is worth to note that according825

to the state-of-the-art, there are different topologies BP-NGD826

circuit-based PS which are implemented either with passive827

or active circuits. Most of existing PSs were designed to828

operate in single-band [29], [30], [32], [33], [34] and one of829

them operates in dual-band [35].830

The proposedBiCMOSBP-NGDPS presents a remarkable831

advantage in terms of phase shift and transmission coefficient832

flatness’s. Furthermore, it is the first time that this particular833

microwave PS was designed in miniature technology based834

on 130-nm BiCMOS which allows to reach physical size835

lower than 1 mm2.836

VIII. CONCLUSION837

An original research work on BP-NGD microwave engineer-838

ing application for designing miniature quadrature passive839

PS operating independently to the frequency is developed.840

The investigated PS IC using unfamiliar BP-NGD function841

is innovatively designed in 130-nm BiCMOS technology.842

The theoretical approach based on the S-matrix modelling843

is elaborated. Themain principle of the BP-NGDPS topology844

is implemented from the cascade of PGD and NGD circuits.845

The PGD circuit is constituted by inductor and capacitor 846

which named CLC reactive network. The NGD one is com- 847

posed of RLC-resonant network. The modelling, analysis and 848

synthesis of BP-NGD and CLC PGD are introduced. The 849

synthesis equations enabling to determine the lumped circuit 850

parameters in function of the targeted working frequency, 851

phase shift, GD and reflection coefficient are established. 852

To generalize the BP-NGD PS concept in BiCMOS tech- 853

nology, the design methodology of IC including the DRC, 854

LVS and PLS is described. The design feasibility of theminia- 855

turized BP-NGD PS is verified in 130-nm BiCMOS technol- 856

ogy by using a standard commercial tool. The obtained results 857

confirm the IC designability of the BP-NGDPS. As expected, 858

the constant phase shift of about−90+/−1◦ with outstanding 859

challenging flatness is obtained. Moreover, the PS flatness is 860

verified over 18.4% relative bandwidth. Furthermore, inter- 861

esting flatness’s of transmission coefficient phase and mag- 862

nitude is verified. The robustness of the PS expected during 863

the fabrication process is expected with 1000-trial MC UAs. 864

The sensitivities of the constant PS characteristics are pointed 865

out in function of the relative variations of layout IC physical 866

parameters. 867

As ongoing research in continuation of the present study, 868

we are currently working on: 869

• The fabrication and test of BiCMOS BP-NGD PS 870

prototypes, 871

• The feasibility of BP-NGD PS at higher frequencies as 872

W-band, 873

• The integration and test of multi-band BP-NGD PS in 874

for phased array antenna design [40], [41], [42], [43], 875

• And the real environment characterization test of minia- 876

turized CMOS and MMIC PS for the future 5G and 6G 877

TxRx microwave system. 878
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